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1. Introduction

Let £ be a vector lattice in the sense of [2]. Two elements a, b in E are said
to be disjoint (written aLb) if | a | ~ | b | = 0 . For any subset A of £,
A± is the set

{x:xA.a,VaeA}.

If A is a one point set {a}, then we shall use ax for {a}"1. AXJ- is denned by
Ax± = {A^Y- A subset B of £ is said to be a polar if it is of the form A1- for
some subset A of £. It is well known [1] that the set of all polars of £ ordered by
inclusion forms a Boolean algebra. We shall denote this algebra by 28, andJ? will
mean the set of all maximal ideals of $. The following properties of polars will be
used in the paper.

PROPOSITION 1.1.

(i) IfA<=Bx then B±x £ A":
(ii) AL AA±± = E± = {0}, A±V A±± = 0x = EforanyAA-e<%.
(iii) aeA1- implies a±x s A1-.
(iv) V « ( O = (U« «a|)J"J' whenever \Jx\ax\ exists in E.
(v) fl^-dal* b\)\
(vi) If teJSf then for any Axe88, t contains exactly one of the polars

Ax and A±J-.
(vi i) / / fe*# then t is prime, i.e. if A±A~ Bx = {0} then t contains at least

one of the polars A^~ and Bx.

Properties (i) and (iii) are easily derived. For the proofs of the others we
refer to [1] and [4].

DEFINITION 1.2. For teJ? define P, by

Pt = {x:xeE,xx±et}.

It is easy to show that P, is a vector lattice ideal of £, and that
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The P,-ideals defined above are of special interest; they were considered in [7]. Let

we shall sometimes use the expression "I is a P,-ideal" instead of writing / e 0*.
Theorem 1 gives necessary and sufficient conditions under which a vector

lattice ideal I of E belongs to 0>. Section 2 describes the class of vector lattices E
for which every proper P,-ideal is minimal prime. For the definitions of a prime
vector lattice ideal and a minimal prime ideal we refer to [3].

In the sequel we shall use the properties listed below for prime and minimal
prime vector lattice ideals.

PROPOSITION 1.3. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) I is a prime vector lattice ideal of E.
(ii) For any x, y e E, x J. y implies that I n {x, y} ^ 0.
(iii) For any yeE\I, yx E /.

PROPOSITION 1.4. [3] A prime vector lattice ideal I is minimal if and only
if for each x el, xx $ /.

2. Description of the set SP

THEOREM 1. A vector lattice ideal I of E is a P,-ideal (i.e. I e0>) if and
only if it satisfies the following conditions:

i) I is a prime vector lattice ideal of E,
ii) U

iii)

PROOF. Assume that I = P, for some t e Jl and suppose that xLy. Thus
xeyxand hence, by 1.1 (i), yJ-L s x\ Therefore, by 1.1 (ii),

x x x V x £ *X X A*X = {0}.

According to 1.1 (vii) we conclude that at least one of the polars x± x and
yXJ" belongs to t, i.e. P, contains at least one of vectors x and y. Thus P, is prime.

Now suppose that x e P, and a e x"1"1. By definition 1.2 we have that xx± e t.
On the other hand aexJ~± implies, by 1.1 (iii), that a±J" £ xxx, and since t is a
lattice ideal containing xx±, this implies that ax± e (. Thus, by 1.2, ae Pt. So we
have proved that x±x S Pt.

Finally if x e P, then xXJ" e ( and since (is a proper ideal of 31 it follows that

Conversely, assume that a vector lattice ideal J of £ satisfies conditions
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. Consider the set
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The set A has the following properties:
a) The supremum of any two polars in A belongs also to A. Indeed, if

xlf x2el and yu y2£I then according to 1.1 (iv) and the definition of a vector
lattice ideal we have

But in view of 1.1 (v),

and since / is prime and yx, y2 $ I it follows that | j>j |A | y21 $ I. Hence the polar u
is of the form xXXAyx with xel and y$I and this belongs also to A.

b) E $ A. In fact, if x e / then by (iii) x x x ¥^ E. Assume that there exist xel,
y$I such that E = xXJLvyx. We have then

y^ = y^-E = (xxx V ) V ^ = (xXXA/T{0} = xxx*yxx.

This means that yx± c x
±x. Since y e yx\ it follows that y e xxx. But, by (ii),

x x x c / whenever xel. Thus we conclude that yel which contradicts our as-
sumption about y.

Properties (a) and (b) imply that the lattice ideal [A] generated by the set A
is proper and since 0& is a Boolean algebra [I], there exists a maximal ideal t of$t
containing \_A\. We now assert that / = P, for this t. In fact, let xel, then
x u e i S ( . Thus xePt. If y$l then yx = 0xxVyLeA. Hence / e < and, by

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 2.1. ^ contains all minimal prime vector lattice ideals of E.

PROOF. We need only verify that every minimal prime vector lattice ideal / of
E satisfies canditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. Condition (i) is trivially true. Let
xeE, then as / is minimal prime, by 1.4, there exists y £ I such that x -L y. Since /
is prime and y$l, it follows, by 1.3, that yx £ I. But xeyx and hence
x 1 1 E yx. Therefore x±x £ /.

Finally, since y £ I, we infer that y ?£-0. Thus y £ y1 and hence y1 ?± E. The
inclusion xx± £ y1- implies then that x±~L ^ E.

DEFINITION 2.2. An element eeE is said to be a weak unit if ex = {0}.

It is obvious that e e E is a weak unit if and only if ex± = £.
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COROLLARY 2.3. The vector lattice E itself is a Pt-ideal if and only if E
contains no weak units.

PROOF. Since E is trivially prime and for any xeE, x±J~^ E, according to
Theorem 1, E e 0* if and only if for any xeE,x±A-^E. Thus E e 0* if and only if
no x e E is a weak unit.

Corollary 2.3 shows that a P,-ideal is not necessarily minimal prime. In fact,
consider the following.

EXAMPLE 1. Let L be the vector lattice of sequences {an} of real numbers such
that for each {an} only a finite number of its terms differs from zero. Define
{an} _ 0 if and only if an _ 0 for each n. The vector lattice L has no weak unit
and thus

The next example describes a vector lattice E having a proper P,-ideal which
s not minimal prime.

EXAMPLE 2. Let E = {(y, {<xn}): yeR, {an} e L}, where L is the vector lattice
of example 1. Define the order in E by (y, {<*„}) = 0 if and only if either y > 0 or
7 = 0 and an = 0 for all n. E has the following properties:

i) £ is a vector lattice.
r (y ,K}) i f>>o

ii) |(y,{«»})|= ^ ( - U - « n } ) i f y < 0
L(O,{|a.|})ify = O.

iii) If(y,{an}) 7*0 then

{{(0, {/?„}): {/U eL, ajn = OVn} if y = 0.
iv) The set / = {(0, {an}): {an} e L} is a proper vector lattice ideal of E.
v) / satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1 and thus Ie0>.
vi) / is not minimal because if (0, {an}) T4 0 then (0, {an})x c /.

In section 3 we describe the class of vector lattices for which every proper
P,-ideal is minimal prime. It turns out that this class is quite large, and contains
many important types of vector lattices.

3. Weakly projectable vector lattices

DEFINITION 3.1. A vector lattice E is said to be weakly projectable if for any
x, y eE there exists z e x 1 such that y e(| x| + | z|) X"L.

THEOREM 2. Each proper P,-ideal of a vector lattice E is minimal prime
if and only if E is weakly projectable.

PROOF. Suppose that E is weakly projectable and that P, e 9 is not minimal
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prime. Then, by 1.4, there exists aeP, such that ax £ P,. According to definition
3.1, for any xeE there exists zeax such that

J t e

But aeP, and zea^^P,. Thus \a\ + \z\eP,. Consequently, by Theorem 1,

Sincexe(|a| + | z | ) x x it follows that xeP,, i.e. P, = E.
Conversely, assume that E is not weakly projectable. Then there exists a, b

in E such that whenever z e a±,

Now consider the set B of polars defined by

B = {(\a\+\z\r^b^.zea±}.

Since b$(\a\ + \z\)±J-,it follows that bXA-£(\a\ +\z\)±±.Thus,

This means that for all zsa^, (\a\ + |z|)J-LVft-L^ E. Now, since z±a,
| a | + | z | = | a\v\z\. Then by 1.1 (iv),

Thus for zu z2 e a2- we have

u = {{\a\ +

But Zj, z2 e ax implies that z3 = | zx \ | z21 e a1 and | z3 | = z3. Therefore

Since no polar in B is the whole space, and the supremum of any two polars
in B belongs to B, the lattice ideal [B] generated by B is proper. Thus there exists
a maximal ideal ( of 3d containing B. Consider Pt defined by this t. Since
bx is contained in each polar of B we conclude that bx e t and so bx± $ t. This
means that b $ Pt, and consequently, Pt is proper. On the other hand repeating
the arguments presented in the proof of the second part of Theorem 1 we infer
that aeP, and a± S Pt, hence P, is not minimal.
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This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. Combining Corollary 2.3 with
Theorem 2 we obtain

COROLLARY 3.2. All P,-ideals of a vector lattice E are minimal if and only
if E is weakly projectable and possesses a weak unit.

Example 2 of the preceding section shows that not all vector lattices are
weakly projectable. The space considered there was non-archimedean. The
authors were unable until now to provide an example of an Archimedean vector
lattice which is not weakly projectable.

The following shows that the class of weakly projectable spaces is quite large.

DEFINITION 3.3 [5]. A vector lattice E is said to be Stone if for each
a e £ we have E = ax© ax±.

THEOREM 3. Every Stone vector lattice is weakly projectable.

PROOF. Since E is Stone, for any x, yeE there exist ylex±± and
y2 e xx such that y = yt + y2. Thus we have that

1 y2 |

where y2ex±.

REMARK. The last inclusion follows from the fact that yt e x
x± implies that

Obviously every Riesz space (space with projections) is Stone. According to
[6], every cr-complete space is a Stone space. Thus the class of weakly projectable
vector lattices contains all the above-mentioned types of vector lattices. On the
other hand it is essentially larger. It was shown in [5] that the vector lattice
C[0,1] of all continuous real valued functions defined on the interval [0,1] was
not Stone. However, the following holds:

PROPOSITION 3.4. C[0,1] is weakly projectable.

PROOF. For x e C[0,1], define Sx by

Sx = {t:te[0,i],x(t)*0},

and Nx by Nx = [0,1]\SX. First of all let us note that for any open subset G of
[0,1] there exists a ze C[0,1] such that Sz = 0. Indeed define the function z as
the distance to the nearest point of the complement of G except that if there is no
such point (if G is the whole space) then take z(t) = 1 for Vf.
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Given an element x of the space, let A be the interior of Nx. Choose z e C[0,1]
to have the property S, = A. Suppose that

y±(\x\+\z\),yeCl0M

Since y _L | x |, Sy is an open set disjoint from Sx, i.e. Sy £ A. But y L | z | implies
that

sy = sy n A = 0.

Thus AT, = [0,1], i.e. y(t) = 0 for all fe[0, l] . Consequently,

and hence (| x | + [ z I)-"-1 = C[0,1]. This means that C[0,1] is weakly projectable.
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